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High quality SUN2 Nail Lamp with 33 pcs LED beads 

Wholesaler 

SUN2 Nail Lamp factory direct with low price and large quantity stock. SUN2 Nail Lamp 
designed for professional nail experts.fast curing UV gel/Builder/LED gel/Acrylic 
gel/Magnetic gel/Gem glue/Shell glue/Base Coat/Top Coat Max 48w 33 LED beads cure 
fingernail gels.SUN2 Nail Lamp come from branded and easy to sell in market ‘cause 
most of customers accept it. Well-run devices, expert profits group, and better after-sales 
companies; We have been also a unified huge family, everybody keep on with the 
organization worth "unification, determination, tolerance" for Hot-selling China Factory 
Wholesale Professional 48W Sun2 Nail Dryer, We're going to provide high-quality 
merchandise and excellent products and services at competitive costs. Start benefiting 
from our comprehensive products and services by contacting us today. Hot-selling China 
Professional Nail Dryer and Nail Dryer price, Our company has abundant strength and 
possesses a steady and perfect sales network system. We wish we could establish 
sound business relationships with all customers from at home and abroad on the basis of 
mutual benefits. 

 

SUN2 Nail Lamp 

SUN2 Nail Lamp factory direct with low price and 

large quantity stock. SUN2 Nail Lamp designed for 

professional nail experts. Fast curing UV 

gel/Builder/LED gel/Acrylic gel/Magnetic gel/Gem 

glue/Shell glue/Base Coat/Top Coat Max 48w 33 

LED beads cure fingernail gels.SUN2 Nail Lamp 

come from branded and easy to sell in market 

‘cause most of customers accept it. 
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SUN2 Nail Lamp is one of nail tools nail dryer for regular polish, LED UV lamp set 
including: 

1. SUN2 Main 

2. Power adapter 

3. Manual 

4. Bottom holder 

5. Auto Sensor 

6. LCD screen 

7. 10s 30s 60s timer,and low heat mode 

8. Port 
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1. Product Introduction of SUN2 Nail Lamp with 33 pcs 

LED beads 

Features: 
*Using a gentle white light design, it will not hurt the eyes or black hands~ 

*The top is equipped with a removable silicone hand pad, a must for professional 
manicurists! 

*The shell of the phototherapy machine is made of pearl paint, it is not easy to scratch, 
and it can be kept clean for a long time 

*Stainless steel bottom plate design, which can be easily disassembled and cleaned 
more convenient 

*Thirty-three led lamp beads are arranged tightly, the light is more scientific, and it can be 
dried in 10 seconds 

*Intelligent infrared light sensor, bright when you let go, and go off when you close 
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2. Product Parameter (Specification) of SUN2 Nail Lamp 

with 33 pcs LED beads 

wavelength Official wavelength Manufacturer Sun2 Sun2c 

Sale type Wholesale sunuv nail dryer OEM and ODM Packing,Logo,painting etc 

3. User manual of SUN2 Nail Lamp with 33 pcs LED beads 

1.Connect machine with power adapter or cord. 
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2.Turn the button ‘on’ 

3.If put hands direct in Sun2 manicure lamp it will work in a low heat mode 99s to dry nail 
slowly and temperature is low 

4. Select a timer,Like 10s 30s as your experience to dry different type of gels.It also 
depends on how thick you’ve made gels on nail 

5.Drying complete,Close lamp. Please don’t use it for a very long time,It may smelling 
when continue using for many hours.User should know how to keep it from maintain. 

 

Product name OEM Sun2 fast curing lamp 

Leds 33 bulbs 

Wired or wireless With ac adapter 

Life time Around 60000h 

Atocnail part number Sun5 Five generation 
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Color White 

Output 100-240Vac 50/60Hz 1A 

Product size 220mm x 195mm x 105mm 

*Suitable for baking dry nail polish 

*Inductive switch, no rush 

*33 LED multi-light omni-directional application 

*Five time mode applications 

*Dual light source UV/LED 

*Clear and clear LCD development 

*The product may have chromatic aberration due to shooting, the picture is for reference 
only, and the product is subject to the actual delivery style. 

*If the product is unpacked, used, or disassembled, resulting in lack of completeness and 
loss of resale value, it cannot be returned! 
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4. Product Details of SUN2 Nail Lamp with 33 pcs LED 

beads 

1. Suitable for all kinds of gels, LED gels, UV gels, hard gels, nail polish gels, carving 
glues, gem glues, etc. 

2. Four-speed timer, no longer worry about time 

3. Infrared sensor system, automatically recognize hand movements 

4. Small and light 

5. High-power, quick-drying type 
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5. Product Qualification of SUN2 Nail Lamp with 33 pcs 

LED beads 

1 Year replacement 

6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of SUN2 Nail Lamp with 

33 pcs LED beads 

Delivery: Air or Sea 
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Deliver time: 1-15 days 

Price item: FOB 

7. FAQ 

Can i buy several pieces to test? 
Ofcourse, You can buy few of them to have quality test.Our nail lamp working well and 
we trust it will go though test.Also samples will be exactly same as future orders. 

Can i be your distributor? 
Yes, We are willing to be your supplier and provide great quality and service. 
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